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Destination of the day: Cuba 

July 16, 2012 

 
 

Destination of the Day: Munduslingua starts this new week with 

a visit to the island of the Son cubano to remember the great 

Celia Cruz, one of the most successful salsa performers of the 

20th century. Although Celia passed away on 16 July 2003, her 

music continues to influence the lives of both young and older 
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people and recalls that she is indisputably the most renowned 

and influential female figure in the history of Cuban music. 

Learn about the life, career and music of Celia Cruz on today’s 

visit to Cuba.            

 

Celia Cruz was born in Havana, Cuba on 21 October 1925. She was a 

Cuban-American singer and actress who started her career in 

Cuba and developed it afterwards in the United States after the 

Cuban Revolution in 1959. She nevermore returned to Cuba.   

 

Celia started her career in 1950 with a renowned Cuban 

orchestra by the name of “Sonora Matancera.” During the 

following 15 years she toured all over Latin America with the 

orchestra and gradually became famous throughout the 

Spanish-speaking world.  

 

In the 1970s Celia joined a group named the Fania All-Stars with 

which she made great success and toured around the world. 

Her success would never leave her afterwards and she would 

continue to give concerts until the last years of her life. Celia 

Cruz died of brain cancer at her house in Fort Lee, New Jersey on 

July 16, 2003. She was 77 years old.   

  

Celia was the most famous Latin-American singer in the 20th 

century. She was awarded many prizes during her career from 

which we find gold and platinum records, three GRAMMY 

Awards, four LATIN GRAMMY Awards and another number of prizes 

from worldwide institutions. Moreover she appeared in about 10 

different movies. 

 

We will always remember Celia for her contagious happiness and 

smile, her music, her philosophy of facing problems in life with a 

positive attitude and her unforgettable catchphrase “¡Azúcar!” 

(Spanish for “sugar”), a symbol of her view of life as something 

you should enjoy as well as her pride of being Cuban. 

http://www.munduslingua.com/chat/index.php/profile_groups_p

ublic?profile=Cuba 
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Photo title: Siempre Viviré (Album Cover) 

 

Photo Source:  

http://www.freecodesource.com/album-covers/B000050861--celia-

cruz-siempre-vivire-album-cover.html 
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Destination of the day: Slovakia 

July 17, 2012 

 
 

Destination of the Day: Slovakia, a country located in Central 

Europe commemorates on July 17 the Anniversary of its 

Declaration of Independence (Slovak: VYroCie deklarácie o 

zvrchovanosti SR). In order to understand the origin of this 

day we must first understand that Slovakia used to be part of a 

larger state by the name of Czechoslovakia. The fall of 

Communist rule in Czechoslovakia in 1989 was followed by the 

country’s dissolution into two successor states, the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia. And it was on July 17, 1992 that Slovakia, led 

by Prime Minister Vladimír MeCiar, declared itself a sovereign 

state. 

 

On this day Munduslingua invites you to Slovakia to discover 

one of the largest medieval castle compounds in Central Europe, 

the great Spiš Castle.  

 

Spiš Castle (Slovak: Spišský hrad) is located to the east of the 

town of Spišské Podhradie in north-eastern Slovakia. It is a 

National Cultural Monument which makes part of the largest 

castle compounds in Central Europe. The castle derives its name 
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from the Spiš region, the historical territory in the north of 

Slovakia. It was included in the list of UNESCO World Heritage 

Sites in 1993.  

 

The castle has a long history which dates back to its 

construction in the 12th century. It was first owned by the 

kings of Hungary and then passed to other noble families. Since 

1945 it is owned by the Slovak State.  

 

Nowadays the castle hosts a museum which documents its 

history and displays an important number of medieval objects 

and weapons. Moreover you can enjoy the landscape from the 

hill on which the castle sits. All in all, Spiš Castle offers one of 

the best opportunities in Slovakia to have on the same day a 

lesson in Slovak history, a pleasant walk around the castle 

complex and enjoy the view of Slovakia’s beautiful countryside. 

Now tour around the castle and enjoy this wonderful place.     

http://www.munduslingua.com/chat/index.php/profile_groups_p

ublic?profile=Slovakia 

 

Photo title: Spiš Castle 

 

Photo Source:  

http://www.moddb.com/groups/european-union/images/spisk-

hrad-spis-castle2  
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Activity of the day: Russian for beginners 

July 18, 2012 

 
 

Russia’s group on Munduslingua offers a video for those who 

would like to have an introduction to the Russian language. 

Learn basic words and phrases as you practice the 

pronunciation with a native speaker.  

 

We encourage you to upload video language lessons to your 

country’s group on Munduslingua so that other people can also 

learn your language. Register now on the first Cultural 

Network: 

http://www.munduslingua.com/chat/index.php/profile_groups_p

ublic?profile=Russia 
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Photo title: Russian Dolls 

Photo Source: http://good-wallpapers.com/misc/18975 
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Activity of the day: Survival Spanish Vocabulary 

July 19, 2012 

 
 

Activity of the Day: Munduslingua has released its first Survival 

Vocabulary. This list of useful words and phrases teaches you 

the basics of Spanish so that you can bargain and even order 

drinks in a bar whenever you visit a Spanish-speaking country. 

 

We invite you to help us translate this vocabulary into your 

language so that we can add it to your country’s group on 

Munduslingua. This way we can all contribute to having a 

vocabulary at hand for every language in the world.  For this 

you would simply visit on Munduslingua the country you are 

interested in and find its Survival Vocabulary.   

http://www.munduslingua.com/chat/index.php/profile_groups_public?profile=Spain
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Find the vocabulary inside Spain’s group on Munduslingua: 

http://www.munduslingua.com/chat/index.php/profile_groups_p

ublic?profile=Spain 
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Photo Source: 

http://www.multilingual-bpo.com/wp-

content/uploads/2012/02/yohabloes-300x300.jpg 
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Destination of the day: Colombia 

July 20, 2012 

 
 

Destination of the Day: Colombia commemorates on July 20 its 

Declaration of Independence. A day of pride for all Colombians, 

July 20 remembers the day in 1810 when the people of Santa Fe, 

nowadays Bogotá, the capital of Colombia, made an outcry for 

independence. This incident was originated after a seemingly 

slight dispute between the Spanish merchant José González 

Llorente and a Creole, a person whose ancestors were among the 

first Europeans to settle in Colombian territory, who went to 

ask permission to borrow from Llorente a flower pot for a 

special occasion. After Llorente denied lending the flower pot, 

the event was used as a pretext to begin an uprising against the 

Spanish viceroy. The uprising led to the creation of the first 

junta formed by locals and declaring independence from Spain.      

 

http://www.munduslingua.com/chat/index.php/profile_groups_public?profile=Colombia
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Come and visit today Colombia’s group on Munduslingua to 

learn about this magnificent country and stroll along the 

streets of a colonial jewel: Villa de Leyva: 

http://www.munduslingua.com/chat/index.php/profile_groups_p

ublic?profile=Colombia 
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Photo title: Llorente’s flower pot at the July 20 Independence 

Museum of Bogotá, Colombia 

 

Photo Source:  

http://medicablogs.diariomedico.com/normapernett/?p=1827 
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If you enjoy these stories, please share the link to them with 

your friends and family 

http://www.munduslingua.com/destinations/week_III_july.pdf 

 

Thank you for supporting munduslingua.com,  

The cultural network 
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